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Editorial
Letters help us better serve our readers
An unusually high number of letters to the
editor appear in this issue of The Opinion.
That's good. This newspaper is intended
to Qe a forum for students - a place for
everyone, not just the staff, to speak out on
.issues of common concern.
. One letter disagrees sharply with views
expressed in an editorial in the last issue of
The Opinion. That's good, too. This is the only newspaper at the school - but its views
are far from being the only valid views at
the school. As a monopoly newspaper in the
William Mitchell community, The Opinion

feels an especially keen obligation to provide a voice for opposing points of view.
Finally, several letters disagr~e with a
comment made by another student in a letter published in the last issue of The Opinion. That too is gpod. Students who st ep
forward to ex.press a point of view must be
pr epared to have that point of view attacked
by others . That is especially impor tant for
students who are future members of a profession that of necessity places a premium
on marshaling arguments and presenting

them effecFvely in an adversary arena.
The more letters you send us to publish,
the better we reflect the-college community
we strive to serve. Keep them coming.
-G.M.

Letters
from readers
page 5

SBA funding questioned
The Student Bar Association funds many
worthwhile and w ell""1eserved organizations a t Mitchell: However, it is the prooess
of di$tributing these funds which deserves
some review. When the SBA Board is able
capriciously· to determine who gets what,
there is great potential for abuse.
When fntermural S_ports receives $4,000,
an .amount greater than almost any other
SBA-sponsored organization, the time has

come for more controls to be placed on the
SBA Appropriations Gommitt.ee.
As students at a professional school, we
should primarily support those organizations which make it easier for working
students to attend classes, study and further their education. Iirte~qra] Sports is
not an unworthy cause -just not as worthy
as some and definitely not worth $4 000 a
year. -K.S.

Moot Court finals· interesting
Watching the fall finals of the Moot Court
competition · was an interesting and
val~ble experience. Both finalisfs were
commended by the panel of ten judges,
many of whom were Minnesota Supreme
Court judges.
Equally valuable was listening to the
judges critique and adyise the prospective
appellate advocates. The judges urged that
future advocates keep in mind that thepurpose of the oral argument is to help the
critrrt r esolve theissues something tbatwe
often forget when writing a brief.
More smdents shoula observe their fellow
students a t moot court arguments· you may
even want to do i:t yourseli, despi te the recent changes in the program. - J .A.

Bye, George;
hello, Kate
Kate Santelmann will become associate
editor of The Opinion beginning with the
next issue. Santelmann, a second-year student, will replace George Me-Cormielr.
McCormick, contrary to the ex~tations
of many (including, at times himself), will
graduate in anuary.
.
The staff of The Opinion takes this opportunity to tbank: McCormick for his contributions. to the newspaper and to wish him well
in whatever it is he thinks he can do with his
rather eclectic legal education.
We also welcome Santelmann to the
editorial board. She has some big shoes to
fill - not because McCormick was all that
good, but rather because he has unusually
big feet for a rather small person.

.
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Stuart Goldenberg and first-place winner
Virginia Bell were the fall Moot Court finalists.
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Top of the News
Sentencing guidelines still controversial
By Kate Santelmann

A year after taking effect, Minnesota s
· new
sentencing
guidelines are being evaldated.
The guidelines, which chart the
offense committed against the
nwnber of prior convictions,
recommend to the judge the appropriate sentence.
According to Kay Knapp, director of the Sentencing Guidelines
Commission. the guidelines .have
two objectives: First, increased
uniformity in sentencing - those
who commit more serious crimes
are more likely to receive longer
sentences.
A study released in February
1982 snowed an i.hcr.easein nnifo.rmity. This result was confirmed
Knapp heads the
in a study completed this swn- Kay
mer by the Sen.fencing Guidelines Sentencing
Guidelines
Commission. This latter study Commission.
compared the years 1978 and
1981. When. the 1981 figurE;_S were
. compared with the 1978 .figures
concomitant decrease in the
the result was a 52-pe:rcent- in- punishments of those convicted of
property crimes.
crease in uniformity.
The change in sentencing patHowever, the study alsq revealed that minority people; even terns has already .made a signifiwhen convicted of the same cant change in the -prison populacrimes as whites, are more fre- tion. Before the guidelines, 45
quently sent to prison - and for _percent of those convicted of
longer terms. The same is ~e crimes generally ._resulting in infor the unemployed as compared jury, or substantial threat of into the employed, and men as jury, .with a few prior convictions, were sent to prison. In 1981,
compared to women.
·
The study further indicates this figure had risen to 77
that the attempt to aehieve pro- percent.
Conversely, of those convicted
-portional sentencing bas ~
successful. Specifically, the of minor felonies (generally
guidelines ha:$ :attempted to in- crimes against property) and
crease the punishments of per- with criminal histories of three to
sons convic.ted of violen~ <;riml;!S. fiye prior convictions; in 1']8 53
With a limited amount of pri,son percent were imprisoned, while
space available, this has meant a, in 1981 only 16 percent were

imprisoned.
Before the guidelines twothirds of the .imprisonments were
for crimes against property and
one-third were for crimes against
people. Last year the percen~
tages changed to almost -50-50.
Yet many judges are concerned
that the disti..netion between
crimes against property -andcrimes against persons is
.erroneous.

Despite the comprehensive for- iSSeS5e<1 only it tne ottenaei:: is
mula used to compute an of- less than 21 at the· time of the
fender's criminal history index, Clim~ and bas two prior juvehile
"the reality of criminal history is adjudications of a felony lypeusually not correct," said Chief after age 15.
Judge Harold Kalina of Hennepin
According to Kalina, the strucCounty District Court. Several ture of the history index is such
Hennepin and Ramsey County that an offender-could have been
judges concur.
mugging.and stealing for over 10
"A criminal can have a long years and still "not receive a
juvenile .record," said Kalina sing1e point on.bis o.r her criminal
''but you can't consid~ that · history index single."
"It's - a sha.Jll.e, ' said _Judge record when determining the
This dissatisfaction with the
Jonathan Lebedoff of the Hen- sentence."
structure of the sentencing
nepin County District Court.
No offender may receive more guidelines system. .bas led many
"Burglary is a crime against than one criminal index point for judges
to
disregard
the
people.''
prior juvenile adjudications. Fur- guidelines. Such was the-TeSUltin
Judge Patrick Fitzgerald, also thermore, that single-point can be the Evans case. Evans was: conof the Hennepin County District
victed of two counts .of agCourt, agrees. To illustrate bis
gravated robbery. In both in~on, he told ofan elderly COtlstances the victims, two elderly
~ 'Wbo were victims of a
couples, we~ threatened with
burglary.
·
weapons, and in one-ease the vic''The man took the Witness
tims were severely injured.
stand," he said. "I could s_ee the
Despite Evans' alleged involvefear a-uding from bis face_ His
ment in--at least eight separate
wife had tears inher eyes as ner
street robberies, most involving
husband -shook w.bil.e giving
use of force against the elderly,
testimony. After the trial, the
Evans' criminal index score was
elderly couple sold tbeir home
zero. His juvenile record was not
and.moved out of the area. These
taken into account. Judge
crimes Cborglary and robbery)
. Lebedoff sentenced Evans to two
do not occur on just a statistical
consecutive terms of 15 years
level. There is a human dimeneach. The Minnesota Supreme
sion that I feel the sentencing
, Court reduced the sentence to
guidelines fail to see.'~
eight years - still double the
An additional problem. raised
recommended sentence.
by judges and attorneys alike, is
Nowhere has the departure
the method used to compute an
from sentencing guidelines been
offender's prior criminal history.
more frequent than in the HenThe criminal history index.
nepin County District Court. Acweighs sueh factors as·prior con- Judge Patric~ Fitzgerald excording to a recent Minneapolis
victions· an offender- status Star & Tribune article, in deterpresses
concern
for
c
whether on probation or parole·
mining theJ.ength of convict's
prior misdemeanor and gross, victi*!1Sstay· in -prison Hennepin -County
misdemeanor convictions ; and
Continued on page 10,
prior juvenile offenses.
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Move to: campu-s _boosts Child Care Center
By Jeanne Anderson

The Child Care Center has
moved on campus, and with that
move the center has received
great response from students, according to Director Deb Holtz.
"Within the: first week alone.
several studen t ~ signed
up, and many came in and said
they would use the center next
semester," second-year student
Holtz said. "Many students have
brought in friends to see their

children.''
Holtz said that the administration has been very supportive of
the Child Care Center move.
"This has been a very positive
move by the administration,"
Holtz said. "[Associate) Dean
[Robert E.) Oliphant is very excited and is down here several
times a week. The administrators
know that the center is a good
selling point for the e.fill.ege."
The college maintenance crew
has assisted by moving in equip-

is also open. to members of the

comm.unity.
Bill the fatnr-e-of the Child Care
Center is in doubt. "We~inthe
hole,." Boltz said. Currently;
parents pay only $1 a.a honr Ior
tlie service, and th~ student Bar
Association has allocated $1.000
to subsidize tb"e cost to students.
Oliphant bas made proposals .for
funds from all major foundations
in ffi.e country, Holtz said, · and
we're waiUng with our fingers
crossed. '
.Because of the center's finan-

cial

difficulties, tne Mitcbell
Board of Trustees will decide
whetlrer to keep the cenl.er at a1L

Holtz said she thinks tha

the

board will continue the center,
but ·'Dean Oliphant.and I will be
the only ones defending~ Child
Care Center at the board
meeting, so oo.ocerned s.tudent.s
should write a letter to the dean
indicating their general sn:pport
for the program 1 thingk that if
we have lots o{ l ~ th!! board
may be persuaded.'
The board meets Dec. 7.

It's snack time for Chad
Plattes.

ment, painting the walls and waxing the floors. ··
The center is currently licensed
to care for as many as 21
children, but Holtz said that it is
not being used to capacity. State
Jicensmg requirements also eall
forc.fire, zoning and building-code
inspections for which
ffie
maintenance crew is assisting in
preparation, Jioltz..said.
The staff plans to expand
center hours in the first week of
Photos by
December because of student reTony Lopez and Kelly McCormack, daughter of fourth-year quests. "We hope this will accomodate more students ·and
s~~dent Joan McCormack, like their new quarters.
faculty members with evening
classes,'' Holtz said. The- center

Part-time Child Care teacher Mary Lund holds Lindsay
Peterson

Stillwater illustrates prison changes
By Paul Knapp
During the last tw~ yea.rs,
there bas been_ significant
changes in the way correcti?nal
facilities are operated. Amencan
prisons in general have become
centers
of
lea.ming
and
rehabilitation rather than the
human cattle pens that they once
were. Emphasis is being put on
helping prisoner.; ~ learn to
operate as productive membe:5
of society ~bile they are _ ~
prison so that they will not findit
difficult tQ, atljust to fife outside
prison when they are released.
The Minnesota Department of
Corrections and the Minnesota
Correctional Facility-Stillwater
have a reputation for their progressive programs, in particular
their prison education programs.
The Prison Education Department at Stillwater attempts- t.o
provide educational and vocational learning programs for its
1100 residents. Tom Daly, Assistant Director: -Of Prison Education, describe.a the average resident -as a 28-year old man with
something less than a high scbool
education serv,ing a 2 to 3 year
sentence. This 'avera,ge' inmate
tnay be in prison because of a
variety of problems, and the
prison staff attempts to provide
services wbicliaddress those problems. The one Single problem
thatis most common and the one
tbat is given the most attention,
however, is the problem of the
uneducated
and
unskilled

inmate.
The Prison Education Department has succeeded in coordinating state-sponsored correctiona1 p r ~ with public and
private educational pr-OgralllS so
that inmates have a variety of
aeademic and vocational classes
available t.o them. Some of the institutions . involved are The
Metropolitan University, The
University of Minnesota. the 916
Area Vocational-Teclmiw Institute (916 AVTI), and Control
Data Corporation.
The Adult .Basic Education
(ABE) Program offers instruction designed to improve a
prisoner's basic skillsin.reading.

writing, math, English, and other

areas. This program is geared

toward those prisoners who
have- less than a seventh grade
-education and are 'fwictionally
illiterate'.
The ABE Program, like all of
the educational programs at
Stillwater is completely indi"ridualized. Ttie students wor-k
from prepared written and audiovisual materials as well as
computer-assisted learning programs. There is one teacher
available for every eight students
in each class, allowing the student to get additional persooa:1 attention when it is needed.
Periodic testing is used to record
the level of achievement so that
the student and teacher know
when the student is ready to
move on to another educational
program.
Any prisoner interested in '3Cquiring a high school equivalency
certificate may do so through the,
institution's General Eaucation
Development P.rogram C ~ ) .
GED JS designed to qualify men
for high school equivalency certification_ through GED testing.
High school equivalency certificates are awarded by the Minnesota Department of Education
t.o all men who pass the GED test.
Any ininate interested in,GED
testing is given a pre-test to
determine ·if he is ready for
testing or if seme review is
necessary before testing. li
:review is necessary, the inmate
may enr.oll in the GED Preparation Program. This program provides the opportunity to review
and develop basic concepts needed t.o pass the GED test. Some of
the subjects covered are English
grammar, mathematics reading
comprehens10n. science anii
social studies. The students use
the same types of learning
materials as those used in the
ABE program, but with a greater
emphasis on computer-assisted
instruction.
Daly said the students· in. the
ABE and GED Programs use
computer termmals provided by
Control Data Corporation as part
of an innovative educational and
voeational program .called Fairbreak. The Fair.break Program

Business-like wall of steel surrounds this wing of the Minnesota Correctional Facility.:
Stlllwater.

provides ~ner's access to
Plato, Confrol 1Jata s computerbased
educational delivery
syst~. through which the.Y
recefve instruction in academic
and 'life management' skills~he
said. Job attitudes and personal
relationships are discussed in
group .sessions. In the final phase
of the program, ~tudents learn
job seeking skills including now
to interview· for a job_
1n return for establisfiing the
Fairbreak program Control
Data's MCIC subsidiary was
allowed to set Up a magnetic disc
d r i v e ~ assembly operation at the prison, Daly said.
Prison~ working on the
assembly line earn: $1.60 per
hour. The program is intended t.o

entered prison. As time goes on,
the prison administration will be
better able t.o evaluate the
benefits of this partnership between private business and the
correctional facility, Daly said.
One of the most interesting programs offered at Stillwater j8-the
art class.

grams offered at Stillwater is the

art class.

Bill Murray, a 916 AVTI instructor, established the program 6 years ago with "a broken
pencil and some drawing paper".
Cpntinlied ,on .page 9.

provide the prisoners with a.real.-

life worlt situation which ·
demands responsibility and .ha!-d
work, he said. Men who have
completed
Fairbreak
are
assured Qf receiving a priority interview for jab openings in the
MCICplant.
The FaiTbreak program_ and
the MCIC assenbly plant have
only been in operation for a year.
Daly said it is difficull to determine how effective the two prGgrams have been; however, Con-.
trol Data bas made a survey af
former participants which in--

dicated that the prisoners who
benefitted most from the programs were those who bad the
lowest level of academic and
vocational skills . when . they

Auto mechanics is one of the vocational-training programs
available to Stillwater inmates.

'Jnsight.' offers Stillwater .inmates
chance to earn college degrees .
»y Steve Patrow
A state prison is not the most
preferable .institution to earn a
college degree, butifitis tt)eonly
possible place lo _earn such a
~ee. the Minnesota Correctional .Facility- Stillwater offers
an inmate th~ opportunity.
.Inmates at Stillwater may apply to Insight to take courses eventually l~ading to a Bachelor's of
Arts or Sciences degree. Insight
is a no~profit organization
separate from tire primary prison
education ~tem which provides
class materials ana instructors to
the inmates fur sub~ such as
literature and mathematics.
Fred Smotners; an inmate of
the prison. supervises the Insight
progrrun. Smothers himself bas
just earned a B.A. degree
through Insight.
• For a inmate t.o be accepted
into Insight he .must pass tests
and .hold a high school degree or
Photos by Steve Patrow
GED equivalent, ' Smothers said.
.
This currently unused cell Illustrates the small .amount of "This class~m is much more
structured than the, other prison
private space Sffllwater inmates are allowed.
education system - it's more
aemanding and it's- much more

'

.

sbicL'

The Insight class room area
and library is loeat.ed.inside one
of the ~ blocks of the prison.
The blue carpet on the-floor, book
shelves and plants attempt to
make the plac~ look 'hpmey' is
in stark contrast to the grey,
chipped-paint walls and bars of
the rest of the cdlblock.

p_rogram through CDC and the
I!lato system, which -allows inmates to communicate with other

students outside the prison via
telecommunications.
''The same. courses are offered
here as those offered by the Control Data Institute,' Smothers
said.

.

computer manufactured by Con-

Insight relies on donations and
volunteer work from outside the
prison. The $,130,000 budget for
the program was largely St,1pplied
by the ContrQl Data Corporation.
Other donations funnel into the
program from fundraisers.
"The program spons<mi a golf
and tennis tournament each
year " Smothers said. "So far the
~nse J:ias been good and support bas been r~atively easy to
~et from outside of th,e prison.''

trol Data Corporation,'' said Tom
Daly, as§istant education director at Stillwater. ' 'Insight
subscribes to the Plato system at
a cost of $10,000, but that cost if
offset by CDC donations to this
prison €du.cation system."
Smothers said the Insight program also offers a homework

olqnteer college professors
.frem fhe University of Minnesota
and other local colleges teach at
the prison. Two to three c o ~
are offered each guarter. with a
chance for the student to earn
credits in each of these courses if
he can pass required competency
tests.

Behind one of the office divider
walls was a student squinting at a
cathode-ray tube and punching
on a keyboard. The numbers and
letters glowing on the screen of
the tube represented an intermediate algebra problem,
something a second-year college
student would resolve for a test in.
Math20L

' 'Thaes a Plato~instructional
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Letters to the Editor
Satisfied senior user defends Mitchell library
To the Editor: I resent Steve
Patrow's opening sentence in his
article "No plans to improve
'inadequate' library" (The Opinion, Nov. 1, 1982). It impli,es
that all students agree with the
author's assertions, I don't!

I am also, frankly, embarrassed by the somewhat sophomoric
diatribe authored by the same
editor on the preceding page,
"Library is an embarrassment to
college." The editorial was
nothing more than sweeping
generalizations that reflect personal aesthetical preferences
followed by an ill-supported
sweeping conclusion that purports to tell one how to remedy
the "problem." (Basically, just
advertise and get lots of money.)
Whatever thought went into the
article evidenced, at best, extreme naivete.
In the three and one half years
that I have been a Mitchell student, I've used our library almost
exclusively. I've alwa~ .folllld a
seat with ample space around'it. I
have often tended to ignore the

aesthetics
surrounding . me
because I was too engrossed in
what I was reading or researching. (On several occasions I
have noticed the sun pouring
through windows of the southeast
periodical room and thought it
was rather cheery.) Once I learned
the
numerical
and
alphabetical arrangements of the
reporters,
digests
and
periodicals, etc., I seldom experienced any difficulty in finding_ what I needed. If I did, the
reference librarians never failed
to steer me in the right direction.
I went to Hamline once because
I was very near there. Two of the
books I was looking for were
missing. I found them at Mitchell
the next day. And, as for
aesthetics, I don't care for garish
blue-and-purple
striped
carpeting surrounding ~ome of
the many holes in the flboi:: that
exemplify the modern architectural preocupa"'fion _witli Space
and suspension 'ctmstrud ion . .If
I'm on the second floor I don't
really care to watch all the
pedestrians on the first floor. I

didn't come to the library to see
and be seen. I came to study.
In Mr. Patrow's article he
quotes a first-year student who
states that the Mitchell library
"looked like a reruivated junior
high." That is almost correct. Actually, it is a renovated grade
school turned senior high. If one
considers Mitchell's progress in
the last ten years or so, so what!
It's a far sight better than the
small, cramped building Mitchell
occupied across- from St. Thomas
and the library's card
catalogue, I am told, was the size
of a shoe box.
For the last year I have worked
part time at the reference desk;
however, I write this strictly as a
student user, based on my early
years here. I do find the library
lacking in two areas, though. It
.bafily-i:\~ air cooditi.Qning, and
the smoking room -sfumld be re- .
established as soon as possible.
Even without the latter, William
Mitchell's name will be very prominent in my resume. -Seaneen
Brennan, graduating senior.

Letter-writer's attempted joke
sparks reader comment, concern
To the Editor: The recent issue
of The Opinion (Nov. 1, 1982) contained two items that concern us
greatly. The first was Tom
Lowe's article "Sports Requires
Sportsmanship" (editorial page),
in which he advises the William
Mitchell intramural · football
players to "lighten up" and
release their aggression by
"beating your wife and/or
girlfriend."
This comment certainly did not
lig_!lten us up, Tom! We found it
distressing. Even as a joke, it
was an inappropriate punch-line.

To the Editor: In response to

Tom Lowe's· letter of Nov. 1,
1982, concerning intermural
sports. Mr. Lowe's weak attempt at a joke involving wifebeating was hi:ghly offensive. He
has shown an appalling lack of
sensitivity about the severity of
the problem of battered:women.
The problem of violence in intermural sports is minute in comparison to violence in the home.

We hope you don't really think isting problem. We refer to the
that abuse of women is "sport- description of the director of adsmanlike" conduct.
, missions
as
a
"WASP
The second item was J.A.'s secretary."
editorial which raised the sore
Not only was the label inacissue of minority misrepresenta- curate, it displayed, a classist,
tion on the Mitchell campus. We racist and sexist attitude which
agree with the editorial's obser- has no place in this school. We
vation that the administration feel that The Opinion, as the
needs to address seriously the students' newspaper, should
college's problems of minority reflect the views and concerns of
recruitment and retention. We do the entire student body. In this
not think, however, that it was in case, the editorial reflected our
good taste for The Opinion to concern, but it did not reflect our
engage in name-calling in the perceptions of the personnel. process of alerting us to an ex- Tsippi Wray and Joan Peterson.

our judicial system. -Elizabeth
W. Bloomquist and Women's Law
Caucus.

To the Editor: I was enraged
when I read the last paragraph of
Tom Lowe's letter to the editor on
"Sportsmanship." I refer to the
following statement: "If you can
only release those pent-up aggressions frqm law s@ool with
physical a buse, stay home and
your
wife
and/or
Men from all socioeconomic beat
levels take their 'pent-up aggres- girlfriends.''
This author is a law student
sions" home ana release them
upon their wives or girlfrien~s, who someday will go out and
with results that make the m- stand for justice'? A statement
cidents Mr. Lowe wrote of look like that has no place in print, and
like lightliear~ fun.. Wtfe- it certainly has no place in a
~ting is not funny, and to jok:, publication by what I thought was
ing1y.recommend.it.is to condoge a progressive law school.
the. eype of bebaviol' th.al should
Lowe's statement serves only
to trivialize the gross violence
be condemned by our society and and hatred of women in our socie-

January graduates
won't be forgotten
To the Editor: A law school
without people is just mortar
and bricks. So it seems fitting to
pay tribute to the December
graduates, for you helped make
the "law school experience" for
the rest oi us.
Three and one half years ago
we started William Mitchell as a
group of individuals with diverse
backgrounds. In fact, for most of
us the only common thread was
that we worked during the day
and attended law school at night.
As time passed, however, our
bonds of friendship became
stronger and stronger. During
our tenure there were births and
deaths, marriages and divorces,
high grades and low grades. In
each instance there was joy or
sadness that we experienced
together. We worked hard over

the years to make William Mitchell a better institution for those
that followed us.
It's going to be sad to see you,
our friends, leave. We :reeognize
that no matter how .hard w-e attempt to stay together interests
change and so do time commitments. .However the 'law
school ~
e:e"'' wfil · always
remain throughout our lives,
As you venture out into the real
world, we are confident that you
will find that there is life after
la_:w school. Our hopes and good
wishes g9 out to those who have
found car eers and also to those
who are still seeking careers.
Don't forget those of us who are
left behind, because we won't
forget you. -For the Oass of '83:
Dudley Ryan and Kevin Keane.

An evolving day· school?

ty, which is justified in the name
of "pent-up male aggression." If
this was some sorry attempt at
humor, I may be called To the editor: A growing number
humorless, but I fail to see any of students (and a few alumni)
humor in black eyes, fat lips and have expressed a concern that
William Mitchell is evolving into
broken ribs.
I think Mr. Lowe owes an a day school. They· cite as
apology to the wives and evidence of this shift, the
girlfriends of male students and following:
_
• The school catalog itself canto all the female students of
William Mitchell. I'm glad I'm not fathom full-time employment
not Lowe's girlfriend! - Julie L. for anyone, yet it has always been
Mitchell's mission to provide
night legal education for those
who work in the day.
• Scheduling is increasingly
emphasizing
4:30
elective
courses.
Trying
to
put
togetller
a
Next
6:30 and 8:30 elective menu is
very difficuJL Taking a 6:30 class
Opinion
from a professor who already
Deadline
taught a 4:30 cla~ is less
desirable yet, if one bas an 8-to-5
Jan. 31
job whaf other ehaiee is there'?

• More and more elective
courses _require additional outsideproject:s_Example: Mongages (this semester) requires
one to do an outside prQj~t w ort.n
25 percent of ~ grade. That
.might be beneficial tl one had
t:im:¢. if one diqn't wcmk all Ela_y.
What if ene is more interested in.
the law of mortgages and plans to
do "projects" when one can
charge a fee'?
• It sure would be nice if
various offices were either open
later (7 or 7:30) or, if they claim
to be o~ until 7, they do m fact
~~ ope;n_ Note: If I were on
slaff, I'd want to go home at 5,
too. On the other Band, Mitchell
caters to night students, doesn't
it'?

· -Kevin Keane.

O'CONNELL'S
Grand Avenue's favorite spot for fine food, spirits and nightly entertainment.
I

Bill & Steve O'Connell invite you to stop in throughout the summer and enjoy their great entertainment line-up.
Every Tuesday

Every Monday

David Cahalan

656 Grand Avenue• 226-2522

Dan Perry
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l.nter,national

Student gets rare view of Soviet just.ice
By Jeanne "'8derson

•

A rare view of the Soviet justice
system in action was seen by Mitcllell student J.an_ Nielsen. last
summer.
Nielsen, a fourth-year student,
visited Soviet courtn:,oms and
met-with judges and.lawyers on a
two-week tour sponsored by the
U-niversity of ~ridgeport Law
School anfi orchestrated through
the Citizen's Exchange Council.
Nielsen. was the only Minnesotan in the group.of 24 -people,
which includ~ attorneys, a
bankruptcy judge two history
professors, a libtarian, a couple
of unaergraduate students and
two law students.
·
The Soviet governmentarral!ged the tour, but Nielsen sai<l ffiat
did not include visits to
courtrooms.
·
'We wanted to see the co-wis,
but wbeh we got there all they
had arranged was a standard
tour of monuments, so we started
to deviate from the tour," Nielsen
said in a recent interview. "We
thought this was wetty risky."
The group- went to the
Am,ericari E m ~ Leningrad
and found the location of the
Soviet Regional eourt, which
Nielsen compared to a state
district court .fu the United
States.
Nielsen and the- group were
able to watcll a mwder trial in
the Regjonal court The trial,
Nielsen said. 'was right out of
'General "Hospital.' The defendan1 killedsomebody cut him UR
threw him in the river and claimed self-defense. He was from
Soviet ge<>rgia and had a wife

there and one in Leningrad.
Bigamy is illegal there, but both
of the-wives testified. Apparently
the victim had quite ¥ bit of
money
which subsequently
~peared and wb\_ch nobody
.had accounted for."
Only relatives attended the
trial. The judge did most of the
guestioning of the defendant,
Nielsen said. "After the pro,.
secutor did ·some very intense
questioning, he turned it over to
the defense counsel, who asked
just a few character-type questions. Then the judge asked the
defendant if we wanted to question the witnesses. There was no
jury, and the judge referrea to
the defendant as 'the Georgian,'
-according to the translator..
Soviet Georgians are a bit darker
and are discriminated against.''
In Moscow Nielsen attended a
trial in llie People's Court, which
he compared to ·a municipal
court, bearing both civil and
criminal
actions
like
misdemeanors.
"The People's Court bench consisted of a judge and two laypersans. The judge is elected and.bas
alegal background. The lay peq,ple are just ordinary citizens wll.o
are-calledih to serve for a certain
period of time. All three voted on
f:be verdict. 1 was- told b-y the
ju!ige lliaf the lay people almost
always vote with the- judge " he
said.

' The defendant was Qeing tried
for assault. He had kicked an old
wmrian and was not ~ n t e d
by counsel, but was fined and
ordered to be on probation for
year."
·
·

a

The elaborat~ onion dom~s of St. Basil's Cathedral tower over Red Square in Moscow.

Following the trial the group and waited. Finally the police.
was able to speak with the judge, came in and ordered everybody
but a f.ew days hlter another ~lfrt out of the courtrooms. Aiudge in
of the group returned to the Peo- another city told me that theyhad
no-right to do that, but they aid it.
ple's Court and was thrown out.
The__y wouldn't start the day's n just; appeared that somebod
session,' Nielsen saio. "Trials got to that judge and told him he
are supposed to be public, but sbouldn 't be talking to peQpl~
·
they kept delaying and wouldn't from. the Unit.ea States.'
say anything. The group waited
The most serious problem wjth

crime, Nielsen was told by Russian lawyers, is " 'hooliganism,'
which is misbehaving. There are
also many traffic problems,
which is believeable because the
traffic iri big cities is terrible. I'm
surprised I didn't see someone
get killed in Moscow or
Continued on page 11.

Who has Walter's 'best interests' at heart?
By Lala Rybakoff

After three years and four attempts, Michael and Anna
Polovchak secured a visa for
pas&age into the United States
from the Ukraine fur themselves
and their three children.
Walter Pofovchak, age 12, was
uncertain about going. He had
learned in schoolthat the United
' States was a terrible place to
live. He knew that all black.-people w~e slaves, and all other
people were starving. What
Walter did not know was1:hat his
trip to the United States was going to change his life forever.
The f-olovehak :familywas
Ukrainian. an~
a lived in tlie
Ukraine. The Ukraine is now occupied by the Soviet Union. It is
located right over the Black Sea
between Poland and Russia. The
Ukraine is the second largest
country in.Europe and is famous
for i~ fertile soil; it is nicknamed "the breadbasket of Europe."
Until 1917, the Ukraine was an
~ndent country functioning
as a democracy. But because of
its prqximity to Russia, and its
prized resources, the Ukraine (along with many other -8Iavic
border countries) was forcefully
taken tiy Russia, and the Thlioo
·of Soviet Socialist Republics was
formed. Today, dewite
russi:fi.aati.on efforts by the
Soviet Union, the Ukraine has
managed to preserve its culture
and its language.
The Polov:chaldami}y bad
relatives in Chicago. Dbring the
course of their visit in Chicag-0,
Michael Po1ovchak (the father)
decided that he wanted to return

to the Ukraine and have his
family join him there at a later
date. The Soviet-Union announced that if he went back, the entire family must return with him
at that time.
So Walter and his sister
Natalie (who was also a minor)
ran away from home-and stayed
with a collltin. After four days,
and with toe help of fhe police
the children were located and
Ukrainian attorney Julian Kulas
took over their case. He was
granted temporary custody of
the children.
The juvenile court determined

Julian Kulas is Walter Polovchak's attorney.

that it would not be in the
children's best interest to return
to the parents. At subsequent
hearings, the children indicated
that they did not want to go
back to the So\'.i,et Union and
were placed in the state's
custody. ·
The pai,ents appealed the decision on the basis that they-were
denied the right of parenting. In
a two--to--On.e decuµon, the court
of. appeals agreed with the
parents and ruled in their favor.
The court said that altlioug}l
Walter was beyond the control
of his parents, he was in no imminent danger upon returning to
them. This "immin'ent danger"
test did not appear in. the
statutes along with the other
criteria ·that the court used, and
seemed to have no basis
whatsoever.
The Illinois Supreme Court
(jecided to hear the case. By this
time, the Polovchak case had
reached national attention and
the American Civil Liberties
Union came on the scene. Surprisingly enough, the ACLU was
not interested in Walter's rights,
but rather in ~e parents' rights.
The. ACLU immediately
sought a m<>tionto.reeonsider,
which was denied. Then, the
AGI:il}•sougbt to have Julian.
Kulas (Walter's attorney)
removed from the case for conspiring, for advising Walter and
Natalie to run away and for being unqualified.
The judge said that these
charges were unfounded (Kulas
met the children for the first
time after they had run away)
and ruled that not only was

,
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Murder trial in the
Regional Court
in Leningrad
Photos by
Jan Nielson

.
Julian Kulas qualified, but he
had done a better job with these
children than -anyone else could
have.
Oral arguments are expected
in January or February of 1983.
Natalie Polovchak turned 18.
For this reason she was able to
make her own decision as to
what is in her best interest. She
chose to stay in the United
States.
JulianKtilas filed for asylum
for Walter and within 48 hours
it was granted. This issue is now
in federal court in the discovery
stage.
Time is Walter's best ally. If
he can reach the age of 18
before this issue is de_cided, like
bis sister., he will be allowed to
remain here.
JI Walter returned as an adult,
he would be gailty of treason
and would face one of four
possibilities: (1) He would be

placed in a re-education camp
so that 1ris erroneous thinking
could~ corrected and geared
towards a more proper course;
(2) he would be placed in a
government camp, .so that his
loyalti~ could be: persuaded
towar¢; a more favorable direction; (3) he would be placed in a
medical camp, so that his illness, which has obviously affected his thinking, could be
cured; and finally (4) he would
be plae.ed in a training camp; so
that his future behavior could be
more acceptable.
Thes~ camps take time, often
a lifetime, and most of them are
located in Siberia.
Another point to consider is
whether WaUer's parents really
have a rigfit of parenting. A
valid argument could be made
in their favor - except that
Continued on page 10

perspe.ctives
A graduate's 'road beyond the horizon'
Soviet Siberia, the remoteness of
the Himalayas, the political inQ_sually, after a law student stability of Poland and the
struggles through years of study,· population instability and pover·
. fatigue and momentary thoughts ty of.India.
Nilsson said his trip was the
,of becoming a plumber, then
graduates, he or she faces reality fuHillment of a dream, a dream
and scours the job market look- to travel through the backroads
ing for work in the "real" legal of .o ther ·countries to meet local
world. But for Eric Nilsson, a people; consequently, this was no
1980.graduate of William Mitchell tour-guide trip advertised in
College of Law, reality was tem- magazines, he avoided tourist
r-0utes to experience the real
porarily sacrificed for...a dream.
Nilsson set out on a world tour societies:not r~prodnced in travel
·
after graduation. Although he brochures.
"Ever since I was a little kid
now works as an associate attorney for the St. Paul-based law I've always wanted to follow the
firm, Briggs & Morgan, he still road beyond the horizon,"
lives the year long trip. which Nilsson said. "I wanted to escape
placed him in the vastness of the prison I thought I was in. My
By Steve Patrow

Photos by Steve Patrow

Solidarity poster is a reminder for Eric Nilsson of his travels
in eastern Europe.

International Law Society
sets ambitious goals
By Brian Bolkcom

The success of the William
Mitchell International Law
Socie_ty's inaugural seminar on
Nov . ll·h as been reported
elsewhere in this issue of The
Opinion. The executive board
and the membership were (!leased with the interest shown by
stu(fents and local attorneys
practicing,in the field who
participated.
• The society plans to hold sueh
seminars on a mqnthly ti.a.sis in
a.n effort foprovide information
on international law and practice to Mitchell students who are
interested in the area. Its
primary aim now is to let
students and local attorneys
know tfial the society exists,
Members· are ~coming-more
aware every day of the numoer
of Mitchell students who are interested in international law and
of th enumber of students here
at Mitchell who have traveled or
lived abroad.
The sctjety invites every student wh-0 has an interest in international law to become in- ·
volved in.the organization. That
includes .students with interests
~ foreiipi culture politics and
mternahonal affairs, as well as
those who have plans to work in
international business..
The society has applied for
membership in the Association
of Student International Law
Societies (AS~) . Throughthis
membecihip it will become part
of a .network of .informational
services in international law.
ASILS provides member
scliools with speakers lists and
keeps member societies informed of activities and news of in- ternational law through its
ASILS Newsletter.
The association coordinates
two international law-writing
competitions: artd publishes the
quarter1y ASILS ·Journal of In-

terruu.ionaJ Law . .rinaHy, Lhe
asociation administrates the
Philip C. Jessup International
Law Moot Court Competiton
which includ~ participants
from 120 U.S . law schools and
some 2S foreign countries.
' The Mitchell society will administrate the Jessup Moot
Court Competition here on campus. It will also press for the
development of a clinreal experience in international law for
Mithcell students through local
firms and businesses.
Neither the University of Minnesota nor Hamline law schools
has organized international
soci~ties. The development of international studies here at Mitcheff can be a plus for students
as well as for the law school
itself.
Many avenues are open to
students with international interests and knowledge of international law. International
business is only one of these.
Immigration practice, govern-·
ment practice with departments
involved in policyformatirn, international human rights war.Ir
with organizations such as
Amnesty Internati-0ruH an dwork
with various United Nations
organizations are other
· e..xamples._
Developing familiarity with
other systems and cultures is
more than an arcane academic
exercise. It is a challenge that
goes beyond the confine:; of
libraries and law school campuses. Now, more than ever.
before, it is crucial for future
·members of the legal profession
to prepar themselves to deal
with problems and situations
which involve not only our own
law, but the law of other nations
as well.
(Editor's note: The writer is
executive secretary of the
William Mitchell International
Law Society.

Mitchell graduate Eric Nilsson traveled widely before starting his job search.

parents accused me of being an
escapist, and to that charge I
have to plead guilty.
"However, I had three objectives which I considered to be
legitimate. First I wanted to seek
out the natural beauty of the
world. This led me to New
Zealand, the Himalayas, the
Aegean Sea. My second goal was
to experience life in the Third
World; I ·chose India, the most
populated and least developed
nation, and Egypt. Finally, 1
wished to observe economic,
political, and -social conditions in
Communist Europe.''
Nilsson said he found his
travels to Eastern Europe and
the Soviet Union the most interesting and eye-opening adventures arid that Poland was the
most . interesting country he
visited!
Nilsson said he visited Poland
because of a conversation with a
Dutch citizen he met in Greece.
"This man told me that there
were only two countries which a
person can be homesick foe: yom:
own and Poland," Nilsson said.
"I went to Poland from
Sweden. It was such a shock to go
.from Sweden which has .a high
standard of living, tc; Poland
where there was economic ruin
and the peoples' faces were so
sad. In.Sweden everything is very
efficient and well-run. In Poland
it's absolute chaos.
"But the pe<>ple there showered
me with generosity; then I realized Polish cultw;e was very wal'Dl
and mviting - they 1:i"eated
themselves and others with
warmth."
· Nilsson said that the Poles do
not like all foreigners however.
Continued on page 11.

The ,Islamic criminal ]ustice system·
is much misunderstood in the West
By Aziz Ah-san

tributes of Islam and the
Islamic law.
1n order to have a good

not be interpreted in any way
that alters the Qu'ran or is inconsistent with the .meaning of
any of its specific provisions.
The Qu'ran and Swma thus consititute the very substance of the
Shari'a.
Following is a list of primary
sources Qf law, a~_pted by the
majority of Muslim jurists:
a. The- Qu'ran
b. The Sunna
c. The Ijma, or the consensus,
based upon a method of interpreting the principles and norms
of the Shari'a.
d. The Queyas, or the judgement upon jmistic analogy.
e. The Ijtihad, or independent
reasoning: a secondary source
of in~retation-of the law in
the abserise of other primary
sources.
Other supplementary sources
that are used in the Islamic
legal system include Alistishsan, or the deviation from
certain rules based on
precedents derived from other
rules based on relevant legal
reasoning: Al-istislah, which is
an unpreoedented judgement explicitly covered by the Qu'ran or
the Surma and necessitated by
public interest: and Al-urf, or

As I walked to my Constituunderstanding of the.Islamic
tional Law class, I told one of
Jaw, we must first look at .the
my fellow law students that I
sources of law in Islam. Then
was going to Chicago to attei;ui
the International Conference on
one eould look at the catagories
Islamic Crj,minal Justice
of crime, the evidentiary requirements, the procedw:e and
System.
other a s ~ of the.Islamic
He facetiously asked, "Isn't
criminal-justice system. After
that the legal system where the
accused is guilty until proven
basic un~erstanding of the
innocent'?"
.ll,lamic law, the analysis can be
readily understood.
I smiled, and we walked into
The Qu_'ran (The Holy Boo.It of
our class. 13ut that remark prompted this article. Islamic
Islam), is the principal source of
justice system is the only
Shari' a (Islamic law). It consystem in the w9rld where the
tains the rules by which the
-Muslim worldjs governed (or
accused is innocent; until he
should govern itself) arid forms
himself, without duress conthe basis for relations between
fesse,s his guilt and provid~
conclusive evidence to support
man and God, as well as betit.
.
ween man and all aspects of
God's creation. The Shari'a also
Islam is the religion of over
contains the-roles by wnich
750 million Muslims. Sixty-nine
Muslim society (or-societies) is
countries of this world have a
organized, and it provides the
significant fixed population of
means to resolve conflicts betMuslims, with 37 countries havween individuals and between
ing Muslims constitute the mathe individual and the state.
jority of the population. The reThe Sunna is complemen~
emergence of Muslim and
Islamic states in the world com- tary source to the Qu'ran and .
consists of both the sayings
munity, and the adherence of
(Harlitl:l ) oflne Prophet Mohamsome of Islamic law as a basis
mad and accounts of his deeds.
of their legal system, emphasizes to us theimportan~ of The Surma explains and Continued on page 8.
understanding the values and at- amplifies the Qu'ran, and it can-
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.:he custom and usage as practised in the lslamic state.
,
.Besides the Qu'ran andSunna,
other sources of.law make possible the applieation of Islamic
law to contemporary situations.
Muslim scholars do not consider
Islamic law to be evolutionary,
but rather a legal system which
applies to all times. It is
therefore the application that is
susceptible to evolution.
According to the Islamic
criminal law, crimes are divided
into three major catagories.
These are the crimes of Hudud,
crimes of Quesas and crimes of
Tazeer.
For Hudud crimes, prosecution and punishment is mandatory, and the penalty bas been
prescribed in the Qu'ran.
Quesas, the seeood category of
crimes, are specifically listed
within the Qu'ran, but ,a specific
and mandatory criminal definition or pen.. 'ty may not always
be given there. in Tazeer of fenses the punishment is discretionary, and the judge has to
make that decision.
Hudud crimes are serious
crimes, and they are the ones
that are geared towards attacking the basic foundation of the
Islamic society or the harmony
of a Muslim family. Because
these are serious crimes the
penalty or punishment is also
very severe. Accordingly,
evidentiary requirements are
also very rigorous.
Islam recogi~ seven Hudud
crimes. They are adultery,
defamation (also referred to as
slander), consumption of alcohol
without any medical reasons,
theft, brigandage (also referred
to as highway robbery),
apostasy and rebellion and corruption of Islam.
The penalties for a Hudud
crime could be met by either
flogging the offender or by amputating the hand, thus leaving
a permanent scar, or through
the imposition of the death
· sentence. These penalties are
designed to bring about a deterrent effect on a habitual offender, who may become ac- ·
customed to imprisonment if
that were the only penalty
available. These penalties are
not to frighten people, but to
deter those who are easily tempted or those who have a tendency to commit crime.
Where the Islamic system pr~
vides "harsh" penalties, it also
requires conclusive proof that a
crime has in fact been committed by the accused. The accused, if. be confesses to the crime,
must give full and exact details
of his criminal act, and request
the penalty. The confession has
to be without duress. If there is
any doubt, the Hudud penalty
cannot be applied. The Hudud
-penalty also cannot be applied.if:
i t is found that the Islamic state
neglected its obligations towards
its citizens.
The word Quesas means
"equality" or "equivalence."
From the meaning of this word
it can be implied that a person
who has committed the crime be
punished in the same manner
that he used to harm his victim.
There are five Quesas crimes:
murder, voluntary
manslaughter, involuntary

7)

manslaughter, intentional
physical injury, or bodily harm
against the ~
. -and unintentional physical injury or bodily
harm against the person.
Quesas crimes are considered
violations of the rights of individuals ; therefore the victim
or his family must decide the ·
penalty to satisfy or compensate
for their grief. After the punishment has been decided by the
victim or his family, the judge
then, before imposing the penalty, makes sure that the ~
ty
is within the bounds of Islamic
law.
The sanctions prescribed for
Quesas crimes are either Quesas
- the infliction of equivalent
physical or bodily harm against
the person who committed the
act - or the payment of Diyya
(money damages). The victim
or his family could also forgive
the accused, and in that case no
Quesas punishment would be
applied.
The third category of crimes
in the Islamic criminal system
is the Tazeer crimes. Tazeer
literally means to admonish or
punish (with a view to correcting). These offenses are against

he is placed in a "protected" environment and where he cannot
fully appreciate his mental
problems.
The system of law is based on
an honor system. If the accused
·refuses to confess the crime, he
may get a less-physical punishment, but then for the rest of his
life he will have to carry that
guilt. Moreover, the accused
knows that if he esca~ his
punishment in t_his life, he will
have to face ·the punishment in
the hereafter. Because of deepseated reljgi.ous feeling , the accused usually comes forward
and helps in his own conviction.
In the Islamic criminal-justice
system the jaage plays the key
role. He is the judg~ and jury
and everything in between. It is·
his responsibility to find
evidence that convicts the accused and also to find facts that
prove his innocence. If during
the trial he thinks that one party
is dominating in its legal ])l'.ese11c
tation, be can postpone the trial
in order to allow the underdog to
strengthen its case.
Islamic legal system allows
the establishment of an appeals
court. If a case is appealed, the
parties can either submit briefs
on issues of controversy, or relitigate the whole case or a portion that is in controversy. It
must be noteu mat, througnout
the trial either at the lower level
or the appellate level, the judge,
plaintiff and the accused must
all. be physically present in the
court room, and no statement is
taken in the absence of any one
of them. The concept of default
judgement does not exist in the
Islamic justice system.
In cases where the victim or
his family drop criminal
charges against the accused, the
state can still prosecute the
defendant. In that case the accused can be charged only with
the violation of a Tazeer crime.
That is because he has not paid
the "loss" to the society. Here,
once again, we see that the right
of the victim or his family
comes beiore the right of the
society or the public interest.
Furthermore, the Islamic
system encourages the two parties to come face to face and
resolve their differences or pr~
blems among thems~1ves in
International Law Society officers include, from left, President Aziz "Ah-san, Treasurer Larry front of an impartial party, the
judge. It also a!lows the victim
Radden and board member Rodney Otterness.
or his heirs to be part of the
decision-making process that
;
results in the final verdict. This
the public welfare, safety or
punishment, it may be later
Thus the system prefers to
morals, or harmful acts against
returned to the person if, over a
presume the accused to be inn~ process also allows the people
persons or private interest.$ that certain period, he improves his
cent from the time he is accused involved to air their grief, thus
reducing further violence.
are neither Hudud or Quesas
of the crime until he is
standing in the community and
The penalties, even though
crimes and for which prosecuconvicted.
repents for his crime.
they sound ~rsh, are imposed
tion and punishment is discreUnder Islamic law the accusThe principle that the accused
only after strict legal retionary. The discretionary
ed pas the absolute right to
is presumed to be innocent is
quirements have been met. For
penalty of Tazeer is left to the
answer or refuse to answer the
fundamental in Islamic law.
example, the legal penalty for
assessment of the ruler or the
question imposed ~ the judge
Therefore the burden of proof is
judge.
or :the prosecutor. lf he answers, the Hudud crime of theft - amon the complainant.
putation of the band - has been
It is important to note that
beis not obligated to speak the
In order to support a convicgiven to only five people in the
Tazeer crimes encompass all of- tion, three evidentiary retruth. If he admits guilt, h~ has
last 20 years in Saudi Arabia, a
the right to change his mind.
fenses for which the Shari'a
quirements must be met. ·The
country where Islamic _law is
Should he do so, his admission
does not prescribe a penalty.
first, which is also the most imreligiously practiced.
becomes invalid and cannot be
Therefore, in its legal sense, it
portant, is that the evidence
Regardless of which category
signifies criminal punishment
used against him at the trial.
must be conclusive. This means
of crime is involved, the right to
that is not legally fixed.
The underlying principle is
that the evidence must clearly
life, liberty and property; the
that the society should develop
Some of the penalties apand explicitly prove the occurright to petition for redress of
plicable in Tazeer crimes are
rence of the criminal act without and foster responsible citizens.
wrongs and grievances; the rethe death penalty, flagellation,
It is better to let a criminal
need for explanation or
quirement of a fair and imparimprisonment or pecuniary
interpretation.
redeem himself by e~
tin~
tial trail without distinction of
damages. The,deatb penalty,
his temporary mental derangeThe second condition
which is :rarely imposed, may be necessary to support a convicm ent, rather than take him out
Continued on page 10.
imf,!QSed .in case of espi-011age, or tion requires that the evidence
of society into a prison, where
,,
c-OUld be imposed on a habitual
remain conclusive until the excriminal wh9 poses a serious
emition of puni&hment. Htlie
and ~ve $.nger to the society. evidence loses its conclusiveness
Flagellation is recommended
during any stage of the trial,
most oft.en on the grounds that it then neither the evidence nor
can be- readily imposed and
any verdict based on it ~ valid_.
thereby causes a minimal
The same ls true when the
deprivation oUiberty for the ac- evidence loses its conclusive
cused. The recipient may
quality after sentencing, but
thereafter attend to his business
before ex~tion. Under these
and serve the interests· of .his
circumsfances, if punishment
family.
has been imposed, jt must cease
In:iprisonment may be saneimmediately.
tioned for l'.be .fust offenders or
-The third condition1s that th~
common criminals and the time ~talion of evidence should
limit can vary from a single .day TI,Ot be delayed. The delay of
in a prison to six months or even evidence is considered
a year. Resort;,ing to :imprisonequivalent to doubtful evidence
m ent may become im~ra tive
and some jurists go so far as
only when flagellation is
considering it a sufficienf r:eason
ineffective.
to preclude the accused from the
lmprisonment is usually npt
punis~ for Hudua crimes.
desired because it severs the
These. restrictions r-equire the
ties of the accused and .bis famijudge to r ender a decision not
ly. regardless of how shorUhe
whenever some of the evidence
dura tion of imprisonment is.
would be sufficient but rather
Secondly, the delinquin.tmay be
whenhe·is swe that all fhe
further cornq,ted by the inevidenee ~early .µid convincingfiuence of incorrigible prison~. ly p roves the commission of the
Muslim jurists bave, with
crime.
reservations, accepted
One of the paramqant ob-jecpecuniary damages as punishtives of the Islamic crimina.1=ment of.a Tazeer crime. If a fine justice system is to preserve the
is imposed in lieu of other
__ human dignity of the accused.
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Insanity- defense stirs debate once more
By Lea De Souza
Ever since the James Hinckley
trial, the insanity plea as a
defense has been seriously
questioned.
However, many lawyers and
psychiatrists in Minnesota support it, and-that includes Mitchell
Prof. Maynard Pirsig. "You cannot treat sick human beings like
criminals," Pirsig said. "Of
course you can't leave them on
the streets - they must be put
somewhere, like institutions but to say that prison is the place
for them is a sad mistake.:•
The Minnesota standard is different from the one used in the
Hinckley case in the District of
Columbia. There the burden of
proof rested· upon the government to show that Hinckley was
sane.
Conversely, m Minnesota the
burden of proof rests on the accussed to prove his insanity - he
has to prove by a fair
pre_ponderance of evidence that
h~ is insane, and if any doubt re-

prison (continued

mains then he is considered sane.
The M'Naughten stanoard is.
relied upon in Minnesota. It says
that a person is mentally ill if he
either did not know the nature
and quality of•the act or
not
know: l:ha:tit was wrong. Tbis:JS a
strict st;aJ:ij:laro, which makes i t
very difficult to prove one's insanity in this state.
The most recent case that illustra!;es this difficulty is the
Craig Jackson case. Jackson was
charged with 1:he murders of two
women and liis two sons. Jackson
pleaded not guilty by reason of
insanity.
A psychiatrist that Jackson
hired said that be was mentally
ill at fhe timeaof all four k:i:lliogs.
A C0!:1f1-aw«?inted psy chiatrist
differed a liftle in view - he felt
that Jackson was sane when he
murdered the two women, but insane when he killed his two sons.
After 11 hours. of deliberation,
.l!oweve:r. the jury ~jeeted
Jackson's plea for each of fbe
murder charges. They were not
convinced that Jackson had prov-

end

ed by a fair preponderanee of
evidence that he was insane.
Regardless of the difficulty involved -in provinJ one..s insanity,
there are many crities of this law
who say the imanity plea can be
ab\Eed and manipulated to et
dangerous people go free.
ThIB ~ e n t i s countered by
the contention that thoseioundto
be insane are JK1t in institutions
until recovered., and not allowed
to go Jree. Nevertheless, those
who oppose the.law hope to have
it a~1ished by . the next
legislative session.
Pirsig was quoted in the St.
PauLPioneer Press as saying,
"Fear of letting dangerous people go ~ indie,.ates a Jack of
faith in the jury system, in
psychiatrists and legal procedures
those are all
Photo by Jeanne Anderson
correctable.
Mitchell Prof. Maynard Plrsig sees value In the Insanity
" A mature-society cannot deal.,
·,should not deal, with mentally ill
defense.
'
peQple in-sueb a cme1 manner as
to $elld them to a penal institution
fOl' conduct which is a product of
mental.illness/' Pirs1g said.

from page 4)

completion of the course.
The Machine Shopand We l ~
programs offer instruction and
practical experience in the two
areas. Both programs require
more than 1400 hours of work.
Certificates of completion are'
awarded to successful students.
The Welding Program has been
in existence for more than -~.,
years and is considered to be one
of the most successful voeational
programs_ The ins.l:r:uctor said
that about 50 percent of the mm.ates wJi_o-suc-cessfully com=
the program get into weJ · relati!EI jo~ upon release.
Stmwater has three coordinated porgrams which are
operated in cooperation with the
J!1ducafum
Deoartment a.ml

Stillwater inmate Chris Phelps displays his finished
watercolor.

Since that time the class has
developed _into a &-month program teaching painting, drawing, block -printing and art
history.
. The art class is different from
the other programs offered in the
institution in that it is not intended to provide students with practical academic or vocational
skill, Murray said. While two of
Murray's former students have
won national prison art contests~
the real purpose of the -pr ogram
is to provide inmates with an opportunity to express their feelings and receive immediate
gratification from their work, he
said.
There wer.e a great variety of
artworks hanging from the walls
al the art rooms. On one wall
hung a self-portrait collage which
contained many separate pic;.tures and phrases Jncluding the
inscription:
THOSE
• 1,-..1
LAWYER& A :painting ~
another wall depleted a court in
~ion, compJete with.judge and
jury. The only thing in the p:fcture
that seemed out of ~ce was the
guillotine.in th~ foreground .
Some of the better artwork
ends up in art shows around the
aea._ Murray said. About twenty
pieces of the students' artwork
will be shown at the Federal
Reserve building in Minneapolis
beginning F-ebl'OpI"Y 1

said.
Inmates in~ested in obtaining
vocational skills while in prison
have a choice of several programs a l Stillwa ter. These pro:
grams are: Commercial Food
~ ation,. Aulo Body Repair,
and Machine Shop ana Welding.
The Auto B ody ~air Program is a tweln month program
·4tvolving 1440 hours of W()rk and
traming. Students work on police
cars and autos owned b oorrectional department employees.
Upon completion. of the course,
the student receives a certi:icate
from the 916 AVTI. Some of the
men who emnplete this program
are)rired by the:Bns Body Re.pair
.Program which 1s .locilted in. the
same building. The Bus Body
Repair P-rogram. is a cottage industry at S6llwater.
The
prisoners working in the program
can make as muclJ as $5 an.hour
compared with the- $1.60 an hour
pair in most other prison jobs.
The
Commercial
Food
Preparation Program is a 12
moiltb class which trains men to
become cooks. Students learn
evecytbing from basic cooking
technigrie& to food _purchasing
skills. The instruction includes
practical - experience in Jh.e
employee~ wwng room. ::t ne
comse is taught bY. a 916 A VTlinstructor and students are a ~

ed a certificate from AVTI upon

under the auspices of the ins.titubo-n but are :in&pendently funded. These three programs axe :
Insight, Inc.; Heart Of The
Earth ; and Rasmussen School of
::Business.
1nsight is a post high ehool
educabonal program
based
within adult correetions imtitutions ,in Minnesota_. Th~ program
offen; ®,ali:fi.ed inmates the opportunity to pursue .a college
education leading to a bachelor 's
degree. M:eml>ers of the 11ve
together in Cell Hall 'D', have Joll
time .work assignments attbe institution. and carrya minimum of
twelve hours of class each
quarter. The program. was
originally begun with donations
provided by Contr-ol Data
porporation.
Heart Of T.he Earth Education
Classes . are provided by the
Heart of The Earth Survival
School, a Twin Cities-based adult
Indian education program. Heart
Of The E arth classes provil;l,e the
institution s Indian population
(about 90 persons) with .instructiQn in Indian languages, culture
and aJ1s as well as academic
subjects.
The .Rasmussen School of
Business pr-esents a 9 month
course in basic busin~ skills"
accouuting and typing. This program is -valuable to those
s_tuaent.s wbp ~e completed the
GED-program and areintec.ested
in business. The business school
program is a fairly .recent addi~
tio~ having begun in ~pt. 1981.
Ihm.ates who are not enrolled in
an educational or-vocational program still.have the opportUmty fo
work in Ure prison' s industries.
One of these industries is a
1>lastic d(ijl-making program.
The other is an assembly operation. f or
3M
print-drying
equipmentt
Stillwater has an impressive

•

·yari.ety of educational programs.
l3ut w hat is the effect of these

~ education

a:ndb:aining

to ''unlock the doors of opportuniprQgramS?
ty" in life. Their inclination
There is no statistical informa- towards crime is often created
1:il;ln available concerning the pro- out of lack of alternatives - the
gra , -effect on recidivism "doors of opportunity" that are
rates, placement rate · after available to most people aren't
release, or any other fact.or that available .to them Daiy said.
might be useful, " Daly said.
Whi:l~ the prison education
"The institution has no way-of system <foes not address the
keeping track of inma tes once educational, and rehabilitative
they leave prison, unless they end ~~ of the entire grison populaup returning to Stillwater."
tion, 1t does address the neec:ls of
Daly said he believes that a those inmates who are in prison
substantial number of inmates beeatJSe of their lack of education
.ar.e , Jl®Ple.>,.who lack the and training, ,Daly said. ·

Photo by Steve Patrow

The shelving leaves sorrieth1ng to be desired, -but the
Stillwater library books are a value.d resource for inmates-.

Arbitrators honor Pirsig
The American Arbitration
Association this month awarded
its Whitney North. ~our.
Award to MitclJell Prof. Maynard
Pirsig. £irsig headed the committee on arbitration of the National Conference of Commis-

sioners on Uniform state Laws
when the Uniform i\rbitration
Act was approved in 1956.
The American ArJ)itration
~ t i o n encourages
the
voluntary resol.ulitm of disputes
through arbitration, mediati.oil
and electrons,
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Equitable Relief w

a lter(continued from page

Q: 1 trust that The Opinion is dissectjng therationale behind changing the moot court rules for tlie second time. The point made m the
first issue of The- Opinion - why does everybody have to write a lawreview style long paper- is a good one. Why indeed.?
It -may surprise·some people. but the real reason-many l)eOple did
moot court in the-past was not tQ sharpen oral-argument skills. Many
of 11S break into a cold sweat ju.st thinki:ng about that p ~ The
reason we would put up with the discomfiture caused by the oralargµment portien is that one could write a practical brief and not an
arcane law-review .note. If the chief justice is-Correct (The Opini()Il,
Sept. 30, 1982), then a " lawyers' law school' ' ought to emphasize the
practical and not the arcane. Will The Opinion set out the .rationale of

those who view "law-review style" as so important? -Kevin Keane.
A: PJ,of. Russell Pannier1 one of the faculty advisors for moot court:,
explained that Uiemain p ~ behind ffie longc:wper r ~ e n t is
that it be a:t least one occasion in a law student'"s career to do a policy

evaluation of one area of th~law. It is a rig(lJ'()us attempt to.argue the
pros and cons of a law and po.ss.ibly suggest a betteJ:: solution. In this
sense the lo~--paper requir-ement is not really like a 4aw-review article" but rather more of-a systematic policy analysis.
Pannier said that, although a
brief would take just as much
time- o prepare as the long paper, the problem-with having students
write a brief is thatit would necessarily be tied to gneside ofa lawsuit,
since one would not be free to argue the pros and cons of. a law.
What Pannier seemed to emphasize was that since so much of law
school .is <ledieated to advocacy, this is one assignmentin which the
student doesn't have to take an. advocate's position. He further contended that it is ' iny>ortant to encourage lawyers to bemore than just
advocates. I see William Mitchell as more than just a trade-Scllool. '
The long-paper requirement helps to achieve i:bis goal, iii a sense,
because it forces one objectively to study and form conclusions about a
certain law, rather than simplypicking a side first and then.trying to
make the law work in one's favor: -Lea De Souza

gooa

Posts~ript: The long-paper r~ement is currently under _review.
Many faculty members would.like to see the long-paper reqwrement ·
ke1>t on in the program and woula like to strengthen it. There is.
howev~r. the possibility that it'will be ilone away with within .the. next

Walter dll'.e5 not.rea)ly know his
parents. He was raised by-_, and
lived with, his ~dmother for
most of his life. Il his parents
did not feel that their right tp
_pareming was that important,
wliy-shoala they feel tllat they
even have such a right after 12
years'? Can it really be in
Walter's interest to return him
to these people? And will their
right to_parenting really be
satisfied if upon am.val to the
Soviet Union, Walter will be
taken into Soviet custody,
publicly denounced and then
shipped off to·one of those
camps?
Why does the Soviet Union
have such a strong interest in·
Walter? Why does it want rum
back? Why is the KGB willing to
finance Waller's father's trip
back to the United States so that
l)e-could testify here?
The answ-er may lie in the
words of another man, Alexander Temkin, who also has a
strong interest in the right to
parenting: 'The Soviet government worries about the children
more than the adults. The
ehildren are the new generation.
And if they do not believe in the
Communist ideology the Soviet
state-cannot survive. They will
re-educate Walter. :Believe it.
They will do it, because they
must do it to survive."

es(continued from page 3)

judges departed . from the
guide]J:ne 28.2 percent Of the tim.e.
'l1'e rest of . the judges in the
suite u~parted in 20.7 percent of
the cases.
Hennepin County judges gave
longer sentences with the same
frequency as the rest of the state
- in about 8 -percenl of the cases.

Bul they gave shorter sente~
in more than 20 percent of the
eases compared with 15 percent
iii the other judicial oistrfcts..
In a recent opinion justifying
the ~ e from the sentencing IDJidelines, Chief Justice

Douglas Amdahl of the Minnesota Supreme Court wrote,

''Webelievethat departure clearly -was justified on at least two
@OOilds: the vulnerability of the
-victims and the gratmtous cruelty inflicted on th.em."
In conclusion, Amdahl wrote,
"Generally in a case in which up-

'You cannot allow this to happen," Temkin said. "Herwalter] will not be returned to
his -parents ... chilaren who -are.
'non-conformists'· are taken
from their parents to be made.·
'ideologicaIIy COITeet.
"D.o not be fooled. To send this
child back to the Soviet Union is
to send him to professional
sadists."

Perhaps a favorable decision
will be-reached for Walter. Or
-perhaps Walter will turn 18.
Julian Kolas says he believes

that Walters interestmay'l>est
beserved if the issue of what
realiy isin Walter's.best interest
jg reverted to juvenile eourt and
decided there;-

Chicago Sun Times reporter
Roger Simon had handed Walter
a paper during an intentie\V.
That-paper contained a CORYof
an interview with a defector
from the Soviet KGB. The defector detailed the punishment
Walter would face if he returned
to the Soviet Union. Walter read
this carefully and handed it
back to Roger Simon without a
word. ·
"Are you afraid?" Simon
asked.
"Yes," came the reply.

lslam(~ontinued from page
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color.., creed or origin are all fundamental to the Islamic justice
system.

flog or amputate his hand and
let him continue to live as a free
person.
The writer is one of the
Jounirers and is the current
jlresiden1 oi the William Mit-chell InternationalLaw Society.

Iwould:like the readers who.
feel that the Islamic legal
system imposes harsh and cruel
_penaliti~ to reflect on whe~
it is cruel and inhuman to confine a person behind bars for the
rest of his life, or it is better to

The Student Bar Associ~tion
proposal fQr new library shelving
was- vetoed by the college administrators at the October SBA
meeting. The reason, according
to Associate Dean Robert
Oliphant, has to do with longThe last time Temkin saw his
range plamiing and fund-raising.
daughter was in 1973, when she
"We don't want to ask local.law
was placed in a "youth camp'' a · firms to donate money for shelvthousand miles from her home
ing. In turn, the firm would have
in Moscow. She saw
ran up its name on a plaque at the end of
and pleaded, 'Today, ·daddy,
take me away from here. Take
me away!" But he e.ould not.
The camp police took her away.
To this day, the.:SOviet govern-

ward departure in 1?entenre
length is justified, the upperlimit
will be double- the presumptive
sentence length."
Lebedoff said he feels such procedure.is far too lenient, especial,lyfor the multiple offender with 11
criminal,index score of four, five
or six. Additionally, aggravated
·rc,bbery carries a stiffer sentence
than either simple robbery or
burglary. Lebedoff, as well as
many of .his colleagues, contend
that these guidelines must be
ment has not allowed Temkin to
changed.
In response Kay Knapp, direc- have any communication with
tor of the Sentencing Guideline his daughter.
Commission, said, "W-e'll only
make minor changes for now.
Constant revisions would make it
arbitrary over a longer period of
time. The primary issue of revision for now will be to expand the
guidelines for use in conjunction
with local jails and workhouses."
Editor's note: M. Chapin Hall
also contributed to this article.

The' Opinion welcomes letters to fhe editor. It will
present the views of any student, faculty member,
alumnus or administrator. Because of space limitations all copy is sub~t to editorial .review. Tum.in letters typedan<l double-spaced, inclildingyour name and
position, to The Opinion mailbox in the communications center.

Temkin came to the United
States from Israel recently, not
only to fight for his daughter,
but also ~ fight for Walter
Polovchak.

.Be is a.-s~eond-year law student

in the evening pr.ogram. Be·is
originally from Karachi,
Pakistan.

College administrators veto
~BA plan for lib(ary

two or three years. -L.D.S.

Guideli n
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rum,

1------------
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the stack. The SBA was to buy the
first stack.
Associate
Dean
Melvin
Gol~, who also s ~ at the
meeting, suggested that .funds
raised for scholarships be
diverted to the library shelving
project. But SBA members did
not consider the suggestion and
instead
allocated
$50
for
preliminary work done for the
project.
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the police look at your passport
and then stare at you, and this
goes on for five or ten minutes.
No exaggeration: The whole time
they just look at you and your
• Another problem wbich rm passport. It's intimidating,"
not sure is as legal as iiis social is Neilsen said. "You get the imwhat they call 'parasitism.' pression that there is a lot of unEvecy person in tlie Soviet Union written law, a kind of paranoia."
is obligated to worlc and perform
The Soviet lawyers told the
duties for the Soviet state. People group that they are paid
slough off and don't really com- significantly more than the
mit themselves. They are tlloughl average worker. Their fee into be parasites.
come is pooled and depending
upon the amount of work each at"Typieally everyone tells on torney has done, they are paid out
everyone else over there. That's of this fund.
how they find the 'parasites.' In
Since Soviet lawyers are workaddition to individual policing,
' there are regular police, the KGB ing for the state, Nielsen asked
and what they call community them whom they feel more loyal
police. The community police are to, their cli~ts or the state.
ordinary citizens who are
"The lawyers we asked were
selected to serve. You know them
by their red armbands. One of :insulted by the question. It seemthem got after us for sitting on a tc'd to one lawyer that if your
client has mW"dered -someone,
curb," Nielsen said.
you have to be more concerned
about the potential injury he will
"The laws are strictly enforc- cause others. He didn't consider
ed, andyouknowthatrightaway. .it to be-a professional @estion. It
You just don't get out of line. seemed be was pre.n.idging lhe
\l{hen you come into the airport defendant. •
Leningrad."
The- lawyers told Nielsen that
black-market profiteering is also
a serious problem.

Horizon(continued fr~~ page
"There was so much antiRussian sentiment," Nilsson
said. "Poles hate Russians so
much that I started to hate them
too, until I went to Russia."
· Nilsson visited the Soviet Union
after his travels- in Poland. He
said the Soviet people also treat
visitors with
respect and
warmth.
The American view of the
Soviet Union is very misdirected
Nilsson said. He said that the
Soviet people are very r,roud of
their state and nation and that
most of the Soviets he met said
they loved their country and
would never leave it.
__ _
"Dissidents are the minority in
Russia; we are led to believe all
Russians want to leave their
country," Nilsson said. "Rus-'
sians are very patriotic. and they
are very proud of the suffering
they endured before and after the
revolution to built the Soviet
nation."

7)

Nilsson traveled in the Soviet
Union for most of his trip via the
Trans0 Siberian Railroad. He said
he was treated well by the Russians who, when conversing with
Nilsson, said they thought the
United States was a very exotic
place, filled with crime, drugs
and inflation. Nilsson said they
probably devel~ their conceptions about the US the way most
Americans developed their concepts about the Soviet Union through propaganda.
During Nilsson's trip to the
Soviet Union, he said he was not
traveling in the obscurity he had
thought he enjoyed.
"There was an (Soviet) officer
on the train and I suspect he was
there to watch me," Nilsson said.
"He didn't let on that he knew
English, so I spoke in English to a
Swede on the train, with whom I
had been speaking in Swedish. I
said, 'These Russians are SOBs.
The officer's face turned bright

Jlortbtue~t

Ni,elsen said that, according to
the Russian lawyers, the Soviet
system guarantees the same
rights that the United States
guarantees to its people. "But
they don't," he said. "There's a
lot written in the Soviet Constitution, but it doesn't work that way.
For example, if you are arrested
you don't have the right to
counsel until after an investigation is done. It is qaite-el;lborate,
and parLof it isi-a psychiatric test.
It c-ould. be months after the arrest before you ha:ve a right to
counsel.
"And there is potential fo~
abuse. If there is an abuse during
the investigation, you don't
litigate that in court. You go to
the prosecutor's office to complain. But they're the people who
are trying the case and in charge
of the investigation, so in that
respect you don't liave the benefit
of an adversary system."
Photo by Jeanne Anderson Nielsen says he hopes to return
to the Soviet Union sometime. Fourth-year Mitchell student Jan Nielsen visited the Soviet
'The ~ c e was invaluable Union last summer.
for. evecyone on ~ tour, but
especially for myself as a law
student.''

red and I knew he was probably planned destinations - horsefollowing me.''
drawn carts, hilting boots,
Nilsson speaks fluent Swedish rickshaw and shikaras (a cross
and some French and German. between a dug-out canoe and a
However,
he
said
those
Venetian gondola). Nilsson slept
languages did not help him in youth hostels and bmlget-rate
through most of the trip. He said hotels and what he said were
if English and language die- "frightfully dirty and primitive"
tionaries did not help, he had to huts. ·
' ·
use sign language either by hand
"Often I found myself sharing
or by drawing pictures on pieces accommodations with a host of
of paper. He said he would show insects, rodents and other unidenthe paper to a native who would .tifiable creatures peculiar to that
rettn'n the paper with more draw- part of the world,'' Nilsson said.
ings or gestures to get across the
Food was an important factor
meaning. The procedure was when trying to fit in with the local
tim~onsuming but effective, he people of each country, Nilsson
said.
said.
"Time didn't matter for most
"One of the ea&iest ways to
of the trip," Nilsson said. '.'The ~ain ac£eptance in a strange land
train trip lasted--seven days and ·: tS-toadopt; enthusiastically local
the people on the train were more - tastes and eating: customs."
than willing to spend time talking N"Ilsson said. 'Thus, r sampled
to an ''Amerikanski''.
evezything from delectable New
Nilsson bought an airline ticket Zealand lamb to the hottest of Inwhich would take him to jumping dian curries, to lethal Russian
off points at each country he vodka. Miraculously, l never got
visited. But after landing at an sick on food or drink, and I atairport, he said he was on his tribute that entirely to chance·
own. Nilsson said he used several sanitation was utterly lacking in
modes of transportation to get to India, Egypt, Turkey and in
much of Eastern Europe and
Russia."
Nilsson said he had so many
adventures during his year of
travel that it is hard for him to
distinguish what experience had
the greatest im~t on him. He
said that seeing Lech Walesa in
Goansll:, -Poland, attending the
Solidarity National Con~,
and being involved in a Warsaw
demonstration, were memorable
events. He said that having a
machine-gun-armed guard meet
him at the Bombay airport was
thrilling ( 'They had jast hada hijacking or something" ), and that
New Zealand had the most
"awesome scenery" of any country Nilsson had visited.
"I most honestly believe that
after God practiced on_ Heaven
and Earth, he went down and
created New Zealand," Nilsson
said. "A camera just can't go

Jrtd Jttnting (ompanp
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wrong in New Zealand."
The most depressing_ country
Nilsson
visited
was
Czechoslovakia, Nilsson said.
' Czecbo.slovatia is in a
demoralized state," Nilsson said.
"I don't ever think it recovered
from the Soviet invasion in 1968.
Political suppression is severe.
. When
I
.returned
to
Czechoslovakia this past June, i
w~ struck by the rematlrahle
-deterioration
of
economic
conditions."
Nilsson said he returned to
Czechoslovakia to help some
friends defectirom that country.
He said his freinds explained to
.him that there is no future in
Czechoslovakia and that the continuing feud between the Czechs
and the Slovaks make.resistence
to communist domination futile.
Nilsson said his friends still live
in Czechoslovakia.
Not many law students would
have the money or the time to
tour the world after graduating
from law -5clrool However,
Nilsson said his tri_p cost about a
year's tuition atlfarvard. ffe said
that he was able to meet the -expense by saving money during
law school.
"I lived in a hole in the wall,
rode the bus instead of driving a
car, ate beans
rice and ·
vegetables," Nilsson said.· "I
eschewed all luxuries including
television, stereophonic music,
and nights on the town. That
austerity
brought
rewards
beyona calculation."
Nilsson said the world tour was
an education well worth the
money - an education no school
can offer.
"A trip like that extends your
life," Nilsson said. "I have more
awareness of what's going on
cttound me. The experience is
ongoing, it doesn' t stop when the
trip stops.
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And for good reasons ...

regular summer course begins in the
College of St. ThomasT.eaming Center.

1. Outstanding l..ecturers - Our

9. Tuition Freeze - A $50.00 course
deposit freezes your tuition at the

faculty is made up of bar review
experts and uriudes some of the top
law professors in the cotmtry, such
John Moye7 David Epstein, and
John Nowak.
2. ·c omprehensive Outlines - Every

current level, regardless of when YQU
plan on taking the MBR/BRI course.
The depqsit ·aJso entitles you to the use
of set of MBR/ BRI outlines, which can
then be traded in on, the most current

as '

a

area tested on the bar exam is covered
completely, in a concise and
understandable format.

set when you take the review course.
10. Selected I.aw l.ectures Throughout the year, MBR/BRI offers
videotap:!O presentations to help you
prepare for fiilal exams. Admission is
free -to all ' MBR/BRI students.

3. Directed Testing Program - Our
multistate and es.5ay testing program
includes weekly practice ses.sions and
simulated multistate and essay
examinations. The essay exams will be
critiqued by former Minnesota Bar .
Exam graders.

11. $25.00 Discount on the
Professional Responsibility Review
Course - All MBR/BRI students
receive a $25.00 d&ount wh e n ~
yp for our Prof~onal Responsibility
Review Course.

4. Mini-Review Program - The two
day Mini-Review program is held at
the end of the regular course. It
includes capsulized multistate outlines
and additional lectures on each
multistate subject for last minute

reinforcement.
whichever you f#ld most convenient.

5. Writing Seminars - Our Writing
Program, run by former Minnesota
Bar Exam graders, focuses on is.5ue
spotting and exam taking techniques

12. Early Registration Discount Discounts are available for both winter
and summer 1983 co~. Sign w
now and save $50.00 off the regular
course tuition!

13. Minneapolis Based Office - Our
7. Excellent Facilities and Convenient
· Minneapolis headquarters is open every
location - The 1983 MBR/ BRI
business day to serve you. With MBR/BRI,
course will again t,e held at the
you will get answers, not recordings.
College of St. Thomas, O'Shaughnes.sy
Educational Center, the same location
we have had for the past nine years.
Now you know why, year after

and includes the opportunity for
personal interviews .with the graders.
6. Day or Evening Oasc;es - During
our summer course you have the
option of attending live evening or
videotaped morning lectures,

8. Early Bird Program - Audiotape
lectures on all areas test-eel on the bar
exam will be available before the

year, Minnesota Bar Review /BRI,
Inc. is the number one choice for
bar exam preparation.

For more information, contact the followitlg
campus representatives or call our office at 3~1977.
Wil.UAM MITCHELL

UNIVERSITY OF MN
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